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Petron has been manufacturing and supplying archery equipment 
since 1963. We are a second generation family run business based 
in the Chiltern Hills. We pride ourselves on quality products which 
exude a traditional feel to them and are fun for all the family.  

Our experienced team have designed a range of bows to suit  
the needs of all archers, from the complete novice through to  
the Olympic competitor.

We offer the full variety of bow types; traditional, compound and  
the Olympic take down Recurve bow. Within each bow type we 
have an extensive range to suit every size, age shape and budget.

In addition to the bows, we offer a comprehensive range of  
accessory products. This makes Petron the home of elite archery 
and means that Petron is a one-stop shop supplier for all archers.

Petron Since 1963  
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Petron Pro Extreme Riser 

The Petron Pro Extreme CNC machined riser is the latest  
in British Recurve design. It is designed to give a smoothly 
balanced and reactive shot. 100% British made. 

The Petron Pro Extreme riser features a very simple yet  
precise limb adjustment system. All bushings are stainless 
steel to ensure that everything added to the Petron Pro  
Extreme riser will fit perfectly without any risk of thread  
damage. This high performance CNC riser weighs in  
at 1300g and offers great looks as well as performing  
with faultless accuracy.

Available in left and right handed, the Petron Pro Extreme 
riser accepts any ‘International fitting’ limbs and features  
all of the fixtures for button, clicker and stabilization options.  

Anodized finish available in  
Red, Blue, Silver & Black

23” 25”

SPECS
Size/Weight: 
23”  1.259kg 
25”  1.307kg

Right Hand 
Left Hand

 
Colours: Black
 Red 
 Blue 
 Silver 
 Custom Finish 

Recommended Brace Height Ranges  
with Petron Extreme Carbon Limbs 

 
 Long Limb Medium Limb  Short Limb

Medium 25” Riser 22.2 - 24.4 cm 21.6 - 23.6 cm 20.3 - 22.1 cm

Short 23” Riser 21.8 - 23.7 cm 21.2 - 23.4 cm 20.1 - 22.0 cm

Limb alignment system

Wood Grip
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23” 25”

Petron Pro Extreme Riser - Custom Finish

Petron are pleased to offer a unique, bespoke custom  
finish for the Pro Extreme Riser.

The riser is available in unique colours exclusive to the 
individual archer. Choices of these bespoke colours are 
available through the Petron website by selecting your 
riser and then quoting the unique reference number 
linked to your Petron Pro Extreme riser of choice.

Completely unique...
      Each Custom Finish riser is completely unique in colour.
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The Petron Pro Extreme Carbon Limbs are the culmination  
of over 40 years of bow making experience, innovation  
and precision craftsmanship.

Every pair of limbs are hand crafted and hand finished with  
care and attention. The Petron Pro Extreme Carbon limb  
is designed for the highest level of performance.

Featuring a carbon fibre encapsulated core fade out,  
the latest composite glass fibre and, twelve layers of  
carbon fibre with proven matched timber laminations.  
Altogether giving you incredible speed, stability and an  
extremely smooth draw. These are a perfect match with  
the Petron Pro Extreme riser.

Petron Pro Extreme Carbon Limbs
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Wood Grip

The wooden grip has been 200 years in the making,  
starting with the Oak tree growing in Sherwood Forest  
in the heart of England.

The wood is then hand cut, sanded and finished with  
a light glaze to give the perfect hand position on the  
Petron Pro Extreme riser. These are made with precision  
and accuracy giving the archer stability in the shot.

We are able to offer the archer the choice of a high,  
medium or low hand position to suit the individual  
preference and enhance the performance of the archer.

Low

Medium

High

Limb Construction

SPECS

Size:  Short
  Medium 
  Long

Draw Weights: 20 to 50lbs 
 (2lb increments)

Six-layer Cross Carbon

Proven Matched Timbers

Six-layer Cross Carbon

Composite Glass Fibre

Composite Glass Fibre
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Traditional Bows

The traditional bow range offered by Petron consists  
of hand made bows crafted to the highest standards  
with precision and care.

These bows are steeped in tradition and utilise the  
oldest methods of bow making which have been  
passed on and perfected through the generations. 

This ensures that the bows all perform to the highest 
standard, are beautiful to look at and in themselves  
are perfect works of art.

The Traditional bow range allows the archer  
to perform to the highest level whilst taking  
immense pleasure in their bow.
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Classic

This Classic bow is beautifully crafted. The graceful flowing limbs with no join  
incorporate a modern arrow shelf.

This is a composite constructed bow using clear glass to enhance the colour  
and texture of the wooden laminations within.

This unique and tastefully designed bow gives an exceptional cast and unwinds 
smoothly to full draw.  It produces an incredible amount of energy which when  
transferred into the arrow gives a flat trajectory and great accuracy. 

Available in Right or Left Hand. 30-50lbs draw weights in 5lb increments.

The Hunter is a combination of traditional bow and the modern take down  
bow resulting in an aesthetically pleasing work of art.

This bow has a hand crafted riser made from carefully selected hardwoods  
beautifully sculpted to fit the archer’s hand. The bow window is curved and  
cut over centre to enable excellent arrow clearance.

The dedicated carbon limbs fit into the riser with a positive limb location and  
locking system.  These combine to give a bow made from traditional woods  
but which performs as a modern shooting bow.

Available in Right or Left Hand. 30-60lbs draw weights in 5lb increments.

This flat bow is hand crafted from the finest exotic hardwoods, to give a bow with real class.  
The woods are combined with the best glass in the world to produce one of the most eye 
catching and smoothest shooting American Flat Bows available on the market today.

This traditional flat bow has a sculpted hand grip and the bow window is cut to centre, 
resulting in an aesthetically pleasing practical piece of traditional art, which any archer  
will take pleasure in using.

Available in Right or Left Hand. 30-60lbs draw weights in 5lb increments.

All of these Bows are made to order. Please allow 8-10 weeks.

Hunter

Flatbow
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Bow Stand
This spun aluminium Petron bow stand has an innova-
tive design with bow stand legs which are removable and 
stored within the body of the stand.

Ideal for indoor and outdoor use, the stand has a spike  
that can be screwed into the base to provide extra stability 
outdoors on grass and an adjustable string support.  
It is available in red, blue, black and silver for both recurve 
and compound bows.

The Petron universal magnetic arrow rest gives  
a clean release to the arrow.  

It is of a sturdy design and comes  
in four colours, red, blue, black and silver.

Available in Right or Left Hand. 

Spare or replacement Arrow Rest parts

The Petron V-bar, along with all of Petron’s bow  
accessories, is British designed and manufactured.

These V-bars are made from Aluminium  
giving a perfectly stable, light, quality platform  
for adding stabilisation systems to. 

Arrow Rest

Rest Arm Chrome Bolt
5/16 Thread

V-Bar & Stabiliser Weights

Stabiliser Cap & Mid Weights
Petron offer a number of stabiliser  
caps and mid weights, manufactured  
to the highest quality in stainless steel. 

These offer the archer the ability to  
tailor the stabilisation weighting system  
of their bow enabling them to fine  
tune their shot.

Wheel & Screw
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Bow Sights

Compound Scope

The Petron Bow sight is robust and adjustable,  
offering archers the rigidity and durability missing  
from many sights.

British designed and manufactured it is aptly  
named ‘Rock Solid’ and is suitable for left  
and right handed archers.

The Petron compound scope is British made with top  
quality glass. The glass lenses with ring and dot are  
available in 0.5 (4x), 0.75 (6x), or 1.0 (8x) magnification 
dioptre lenses. 

With large bubble and 10/32” thread fitting this scope  
is a must. It is supplied and fitted as right handed, but  
can easily be switched to left hand by simply moving  
the threaded bar.

Weather shields can also be fitted directly onto the housing 
to reduce rain or sunlight. The other sized lenses are  
available separately, or the scope can be bought as set  
with all three lenses. The 10/32 threaded bars and lock  
nuts are also available separately.

Locking Nut
10/32 thread only 
Spare locking nut for 
the compound version 
of a Rock Solid Sight.

Spacer Block
Designed to give the  
archer extra windage  
adjustment as required.

Scope Lens
0.5 (4x), 0.75 (6x), or 1.0 (8x)  
magnification lens fitting the  
Rock Solid Sight above.

Rock Solid - Compound
10/32 thread. 
This compound version of  
the Rock Solid Sight features  
a 10/32 thread for fitting  
the compound scope. 
(Scope not included)

Rock Solid Sight

Rock Solid - Recurve
This is the Recurve version  
of the Rock Solid Sight  
featuring 8/32 thread  
and sight pin as standard.

Scope with  
Three Lens Set
0.5 (4x), 0.75 (6x),  
or 1.0 (8x) magnification  
lens fitting the Rock Solid  
Sight above.

Scope with Lens
0.5 (4x), 0.75 (6x), or 1.0 (8x)  
magnification lens Ideal for  
use with the Rock Solid Sight  
listed above.
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Recurve Single Case

Exclusive Petron by Vanguard Hard Single Recurve Case is  
manufactured in sleek black and brushed chrome with a single  
carry handle.

It is durable to fit all sizes of Recurve bow with reinforced corners. 
Customisable die cut foam with arrow storage will easily accommodate 
30 + arrows. The combination lock and padlock receptacles give added 
security (padlocks not included).

Exterior Dimensions: 935mm x 335mm x 160mm. 
Interior Dimensions: 920mm x 320mm x 150mm. 
Weight: 5.50 kg.

Recurve Double Case

A big brother of the Recurve Single case, constructed from the  
same durable material and finished to the same high standards.

This case has deluxe carry handles and built in smooth flow Mylar  
wheels in addition to the features of the single Recurve case,  
which make transporting up to two bows in one case an easy  
option for the Recurve archer. 

Exterior Dimensions: 935mm x 338mm x 290mm. 
Interior Dimensions: 922mm x 320mm x 270mm.
Weight: 10.7 kg.

Exclusive Petron by Vanguard cases are  
essential carrying cases for protecting all  
of the archer’s bows and accessories.

Petron offer two sizes for both Compound  
and Recurve archers giving the archer the choice  
of size and weight. Each case has a solid, durable,  
lockable exterior and is Airline approved for International 
travel. There is a die cut foam interior that is easily  
shaped to accommodate and protect the equipment.

Compound Single Case

An Exclusive Petron by Vanguard Hard Single Compound Case  
constructed from strong molded PE with 600D polyester inlay.

Manufactured in sleek black and brushed chrome it will fit most sizes  
of Compound bows - including the newer parallel limb style bows. 
There is space for additional arrow storage that will easily accommodate 
24 + arrows. The dense interior foam will protect your valuable bow. 
There is a deluxe handle, key locks and padlock receptacles for added 
security (padlocks not included).

Exterior Dimensions: 1080mm x 500mm x 170mm.
Interior Dimensions: 1020mm x 440mm x 150mm
Weight: 7.2 kg.

Compound Double Case

A big brother of the Compound Single Case constructed from the 
same durable material and finished to the same high standards.

This case has deluxe carry handles and built in smooth flow Mylar 
wheels in addition to the other features of the single compound 
case, which make transporting up to two bows in one case an easy 
option for the compound archer.

Exterior Dimensions: 080mm x 500mm x 270mm.
Interior Dimensions: 1020mm x 440mm x 250mm.
Weight: 8.4 kg.

Bow Cases

Tel: +44 (0)1296 632573    Fax: +44 (0)1296 631046  
Email: admin@petron.info    Web: www.petron.info

The Archery Centre, Buckland Village, Aston Clinton, Buckinghamshire, England HP22 5HZ


